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03. Can an employee be suspended during a
workplace investigation? Are there any conditions on
suspension (eg, pay, duration)? 

Italy
Author: Giovanni Muzina , Arianna Colombo

In general, from an Italian employment law perspective, there is no specific legal rule governing the
suspension of an employee during a workplace investigation.

However, it should be noted that:

certain National Collective Bargaining Agreements (NCBAs) may provide, in particular circumstances,
for the possibility of suspending (with pay) an employee (eg, when the employee is under criminal
proceedings – as stated, for example, in the NCBA for executives of credit, financial and investment
companies);
according to well-established case law, the employer may suspend the employee from work (with pay)
in the framework of a disciplinary procedure (which, according to Italian law, must be followed before
applying any disciplinary sanction, including dismissal[1]), where the facts behind the procedure are
sufficiently serious;

certain case-law decisions have also stated that – even in the absence of a disciplinary procedure – the
employer may suspend (with pay) the employee when it has very serious suspicions of an employee’s
unlawful conduct, and for the time that is strictly necessary to ascertain his or her liability.

The above may be done by the employer, for instance, if keeping the employee in service may cause a risk
of tampering with evidence or a risk of damage to the physical safety of other employees or company
property.

Normally, in the above-mentioned circumstances, the suspension is with pay and with job security.

[1] The steps of the disciplinary procedure can be summarised as follows: (i) the employer must send a
letter to the employee in which the disciplinary facts are described in detail and precisely; (ii) the employee
can submit his written or oral defence to the employer within five days from receiving the letter (or
different term provided under applicable collective bargaining); during this period, the employer cannot
take any punitive measures against the employee; (iii) after receiving the employee’s defence (or, if the
employee has not submitted any defence within the relevant term), the employer may serve the executive
with a notice of dismissal (certain NCBAs set a term within which a sanction, if any, should be applied by
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the employer). Failure to comply with the procedure results in the dismissal being null and void. According
to the law, the dismissal takes effect from the commencement of the disciplinary procedure itself.

Last updated on 15/09/2022

Nigeria
Author: Adekunle Obebe

Yes, an employee can be suspended during an investigation to allow the employer to investigate the
allegations against the employee unhindered and without undue interference by that employee. A
suspension under the law merely prevents the employee from discharging the ordinary functions of his or
her role without any deprivation of his rights during the period of the suspension. Thus, unless there is an
express provision in the contract of employment or employee’s handbook stating that the employee can be
suspended with or without half pay, the employee would be entitled to a full salary.

Further, the duration for which the employee may be suspended should be as contained in the employee’s
contract, employee’s handbook, or letter of suspension.

In the recent case of GLOBE MOTORS HOLDINGS NIGERIA LIMITED v. AKINYEMI ADEGOKE OYEWOLE (2022),
the court held, “Since suspension is not a termination of the employment contract nor a dismissal of the
employee, the implication is that the employee is still in continuous employment of the employer until he is
recalled or formally terminated or dismissed. Pending his recall or dismissal, a suspended employee is
entitled to his wages or salary during the period of suspension, unless the terms of the contract of
employment or the letter of suspension itself is specific that the suspended employer will not be paid
salaries during the period of suspension”.

Last updated on 15/09/2022

Switzerland
Author: Laura Widmer , Sandra Schaffner

It is possible to suspend an employee during a workplace investigation.[1] While there are no limits on
duration, the employee will remain entitled to full pay during this time.

 

[1] David Rosenthal et al., Praxishandbuch für interne Untersuchungen und eDiscovery, Release 1.01,
Zürich/Bern 2021, p. 181.
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